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Promotion: Empathy free 12/21 through
12/25. Introducing Cyber Sonnets - The
easy way to send a sonnet. Card Text:
Empathy There is a gift for caring girls
and boys: Who understand whenothers
might feel pain. A gift that every mom and
dad enjoys. A gift: it takes an adult to
explain. Sometimes, we know a stranger
might be sad - And understand, cause we
are often blue. We see when they are
lonely, downor mad, For sometimes: this is
how were feeling, too. And on those days,
we need a sense of home - We feel the pain
of others - and we care: For when we do,
we know were not alone, You see - its
being human, that we share. The act of
love, defines us when we help: The minds
of others, where we find our self.
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